Vinyl Decal Installation
A few things you will need:
A dry cloth (small towel or wash cloth)
Tape measure or level
Masking tape
Scissors (if doing a larger decal)
Squeegee – for flat surfaces such as glass (credit card will work)
Once you have chosen the location that you will be placing your
decal, wipe the area with a dry cloth to remove any dust.
With your decal on a flat surface, run a squeegee over the top surface to make
sure the vinyl Is adhered to the transfer tape.
With a couple piece of masking tape, tack the decal to the wall.
Using a tape measure or level, adjust each side making sure the decal is
straight.
Run a strip of masking tape along the top edge of the decal, forming a hinge.
If doing a large decal, you can cut decal vertically between letters, making
Smaller sections to work with.
Flip the decal up, and from a bottom corner, slowly begin removing the
backing paper at a 45 degree angle. If you notice any letters lifting with the
backing, lay paper back down over that spot and rub with finger to release it.
Once the backing is removed, by holding the 2 top corners, fold the decal
down onto the wall.
Using your dry cloth (on textured surface) or squeegee (on flat surface), begin
pressing the decal to the wall from top center and working your way out to each
side. Go back over the top of the letters a few times making sure the vinyl as
transferred to the wall.
Slowly begin removing transfer tape from top left corner at a 45 degree angle.
Again, if you see any letters lifting, press back down with your finger.

•
•

If applying to freshly painted wall, allow a few days for paint to cure.
Vinyl will not stick to flat pain, but will stick to slightly textured walls
painted with a gloss, semi gloss or satin paint.

